Orientation perception is not comparable across all orientations -a phenomenon commonly referred to as 7 the oblique effect. Here, we first assess the interaction between stimulus contrast and the oblique effect. 8
directly impacts an observer's ability to discriminate a stimulus, which would in turn be reflected in 56 is best expressed by an attenuation in either/both a contrast or response gain mechanism. 66
Despite the aforementioned orientation anisotropies, we rarely notice these imbalances in our day-to-day 67 interactions with our environment. What role does attention play in this? Attention is essential for human 68 behavior; to maintain a coherent representation of our environment our brain relies on attention to efficiently 69 regulate between information in our environment, and the limited cognitive resources available to us at any 70 given moment. One way attention has been proposed to carry this out by augmenting the strength of 71 behavior. Does the withdrawal of attention during orientation discrimination attenuate performance 87 regardless of stimulus orientation, or could it have a larger effect on oblique orientations, overcoming the 88 inherent inhomogeneities in orientation processing? 89
In Experiment 2, we utilize the oblique effect to examine the degree to which attentional load can modulate 90 behavioral performance when discriminating a subtle tilt around an oriented stimulus. To do so, we 91 withdrawing attentional resources away from the orientation discrimination task (high attentional load). If the 97 magnitude of attentional load modulation interacts with stimulus orientation, we would expect to see larger 98 attentional load effects for oblique orientations, for which we have a poorer visual sensitivity, compared to 99 cardinal orientations. We found evidence for a robust orientation discrimination oblique effect, whereby 100 contrast psychometric functions for oblique orientations were multiplicative attenuated as contrast increased 101 -a modulatory pattern consistent with a response gain mechanism. Moreover, we assessed how behavioral 102 orientation anisotropies interact with attentional load by mapping the perceptual sensitivity for orientations 103 under low or high attentional load conditions. While attentional load affects the contrast psychometric 104 functions for both cardinal and oblique orientations, the withdrawal of attentional resources seems to impact 105 performance to obliquely oriented stimuli to a larger extent. 106
Experiment 1: Orientation anisotropies in contrast sensitivity 107 
Methods

108
Participants. Seven healthy participants (mean age = 24.2 years, SE = 1.56; four female) took part in this 109 experiment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided their informed consent. 110
Boston University Institutional Review Board approved the study. One participant was excluded from 111 subsequent data analysis due to an inability to fit psychometric functions, due to a floor effect (fit R 2 < 0.2). 112
Before the start of the experiment, verbal and written instruction of the experimental task was given. 113
Participants were placed comfortably with their heads in a chinrest at a viewing distance of 57 cm from the 114 screen, and were instructed to maintain steady fixation throughout all experimental trials. 115
Visual stimuli. The experiment was conducted in a dark room on a luminance-calibrated CRT screen 116 (Sony Trinitron; 1280 x 1024, 60 Hz refresh rate). Visual stimuli were created using MatLab® (R2013a) in 117 conjunction with the Psychophysics toolbox-3 (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) on a Mac Mini (OS X 10.9). 118
Stimuli consisted of foveally presented oriented gratings with a spatial frequency of 7 cycles/º, a diameter of 119 4º of visual angle, at a randomized phase. The contrast of each stimulus varied from trial-to-trial; in total there 120 were 8 contrast levels (spaced between 1.5 -80% Michelson contrast). 121
Orientation threshold titration. In order to capture a suitable range of contrasts to estimate the full 122 psychometric functions within each subject, we first ran a staircase procedure to customize the orientation 123 difference used for the subsequent orientation discrimination task (see below). Specifically, before the start of 124 grating was tilted (counter-) clockwise. As a reference for the orientation judgment a small interrupted white 130 line oriented at 45° was always presented outside the gratings visual field position. Once the orientation 131 threshold was established, we proceeded to the main experiment in which this threshold was used as a fixed 132 offset for all experimental conditions. 133
Procedure. Psychometric functions for all orientation conditions (0º, 90º, 45º, or 135º) were acquired by 134 measuring accuracy using an orientation discrimination task; for each of the several contrast levels. During a 135 typical trial, participants were presented with a reference grating for 200ms oriented either cardinally (0º or 136 90º) or obliquely (45º or 135º), which after a short interval (1000ms) was followed by a test grating (200ms) 137 that had a fixed tilt relative to the reference grating, see Figure 1 . The participant was required to make a 138 button press to indicate whether this test grating was tilted clockwise or counter-clockwise, relative to the 139 reference, before the next trial would begin. An auditory tone was given as feedback for a correct response. After a 1000 ms delay interval a test grating was presented for 200 ms, and the observer was required to indicate whether the test was rotated clockwise or counter-clockwise relative to the reference grating. An auditory tone was given when the participant made a correct response. Stimuli are modified for illustrative purposes.
where R(c) is performance as a function of contrast, R max represents the level where the response saturates 148 at high contrasts, C 50 is the contrast intensity where the response has reached half of its maximum 149 response, b is a constant reflecting baseline, and n represents the nonlinearity in the gain of the response to 150 the input signal. The contrast response psychometric curves were estimated separately for both cardinal and 151 oblique orientation conditions using Matlab's fminsearch function by optimizing the parameter estimates for 152 any observers with fits to either orientation conditions with an R 2 <0.2 would be excluded from further 155 analysis; based on this criterion one observer was excluded from this experiment. 156
Results
157
Experiment 1 explored how orientation anisotropies interact with stimulus contrast by estimating 158 psychometric functions separately for both oblique and cardinal stimulus conditions. Fitting these data with 159 the Naka-Rushton (Eq. 1) allowed us to quantify how the oblique effect interacts with varying contrast 160 intensities. There are two possible gain mechanisms that could explain the impaired visual sensitivity often 161 reported for oblique orientations; 1) a response-gain mechanism will affect the R max parameter, 162 there were 9 contrast levels (for the first 3 participants only 6 contrast levels were collected), spaced between 206 1.5 -80% Michelson contrast. 207
Orientation threshold titration. As in Experiment 1, we first ran a staircase procedure to customize the 208 orientation difference used for the subsequent orientation discrimination task (see below). Specifically, before 209 the start of the experiment, an orientation threshold was measured around an obliquely oriented grating at 210 80% Michelson contrast for each subject independently to account for individual differences in visual 211 sensitivity. Specifically, fine orientation-discrimination thresholds were estimated using 2 independent 212 adaptive staircases (QUEST, Watson & Pelli, 1983) , which converged after 40 trials on an orientation tilt that 213 yielded 80% accuracy (individual orientation thresholds: mean = 6.98°, STD = 3.66°), an auditory tone was 214 played when the observer correctly indicated whether the grating was tilted (counter-) clockwise. Observers 215 based their decision of the tilt direction on obliquely orientated reference gratings presented before and after 216 the appearance of the target, resulting in orientation thresholds which were larger compared to Experiment 217 1. The estimated orientation discrimination angle around the oblique orientation was used as a fixed offset for 218 all experimental conditions within this experiment. 219
Procedure. Psychometric functions were acquired by measuring orientation discrimination accuracies while 220 participants performed either a low or high attentional load task. During both attentional tasks, participants 221 were asked to perform an orientation discrimination task; for each of the contrast levels, see Figure 4 . In 222 this experiment, participants were presented with flickering gratings (5Hz) oriented either cardinally (0º or 90º) 223 or obliquely (45º or 135º), the target grating was always the third grating in this sequence and had a fixed 224 angular tilt (counter-) clockwise compared to the other gratings. Depending on a cue presented at the 225 beginning of a block of trials participants were either required to attend to the target grating, or to attend to 226 the grating and additionally pay attention to a rapid letter stream at fixation (presented at 10Hz). In the high 227 attentional load condition one of two targets letters ('j' or 'k') would appear at the same time as the target 228 grating, while in the low attentional load condition no target letter appeared in the letter stream at fixation. At 229 the end of a trial the participants indicated whether the target grating was rotated (counter-) clockwise and 230 which target letter was presented (in the low attentional load trials, where no target letter appeared, 231 participants were required to make a random button press). There was no imposed order in which observers 232 made their behavioral responses, instead they were free to respond in an order most comfortable for them. 233
Both tasks were stressed to be equally important, consequently an auditory tone was only given as feedback 234 when the participant got both responses correct for the high attentional load condition, and the orientation 235 task correct for the low attentional load condition. In total each participant completed 96 trials for each 236 orientation per measured contrast level for each attentional load condition (total amount of trials for 6 237 contrast levels: 2304 trials, collected over 2 sessions; for 9 contrast levels: 3456 trials, collected over 3 238 sessions on separate testing days). 239
Figu re 4. Experiment 2 a. The beginning of a block would start with a 'O' or 'D' presented at fixation, prompting the observer whether they were required to perform a fine orientation discrimination task (low attentional load), or whether they additionally had to report a target letter presented simultaneously with the orientation tilt (high attentional load). b. Example trial sequence. Participants were presented with flickering gratings at one of the four possible base orientations (cardinal: 0° & 90°, or oblique: 45° & 135°), for a total duration of 1000 ms (5Hz). The targets were always presented at the onset of the third grating in this sequence and the observer was required to make a behavioral response. An auditory tone indicated the correct responses for both targets in the high attentional load task and the correct orientation discrimination in the low attentional load task. Stimuli are modified for illustrative purposes.
conditions were computed for each contrast level to reflect performance in the task as a function of contrast. 241
The relationship between orientation anisotropies and behavioral responses in the low and high attentional 242 load conditions were described using a Naka-Rushton function ( exceed ceiling performance (for two observers accuracy for one contrast level was at 100%, and for one 245 observer three contrast levels reached perfect behavioral performance). In order to describe the strength of 246 the attentional modulation within an orientation condition we computed the following attention modulation 247 index, 248
where we take the difference between the two attentional load conditions and normalize this by the sum, for 249 both the response saturation and the semi-saturation parameters. This attention modulation index provides a 250 proportional difference in the behavioral response, which best reflects the magnitude of the attentional 251 modulation. 252
Our data could be fit with alternative sigmoidal models, such as a Weibull, which describe asymptotic 253 modulation of the psychometric function with a 'lapse rate' parameter (Prins, 2012; Wichmann & Hill, 2001) . (or saturation point) is assumed to be independent from stimulus intensity, and therefore does not commit to 259 an underlying sensory mechanism involved in the orientation discrimination task. In this framework one would 260 interpret the impact of the dual task not as a withdrawal of attention away from the primary orientation 261 discrimination task, but instead as larger fluctuations between high and low attentional states impacting 262 behavioral performance. While this model offers an alternative account in which we could interpret the data, 263 our experiment was based on the a priori assumption that the decrease in performance as attentional load 264 increases reflects the underlying sensory mechanism, as the withdrawal of attention from the orientation 265 discrimination task either adds more noise to the representation or leads to a decrease in the effective 266 substantially attenuated contrast psychometric function. Furthermore, withdrawing attention away from the 278 orientation discrimination task by increasing attentional load seemed to drastically impair observers' ability to 279 discriminate both orientations (see Figure 5&6) , while performance on the concurrent fixation task did not 280 differ (accuracies for both orientation conditions >90%). 281 allowed for a direct comparison of whether attentional load affects orientation discrimination around cardinal 286 or oblique stimulus orientations differently (see Figure 6a) . Attentional load quite drastically attenuates the 287 saturation parameter (R max ) for both cardinal and oblique orientation conditions, interestingly this attenuation 288 appears largest for orientation discrimination around oblique orientations. In order to describe the strength of 289 attentional load modulation within an orientation condition, we computed an attention modulation index for 290 both the response saturation and the semi-saturation parameters of the contrast response function. To 291
Figu re 6. Average parameter estimates Experiment 2. a) Left graph illustrates the parameter estimates of the R max parameter, and the right graph depicts the parameter estimates of the C50 parameter for both orientations for both the low and high attentional load conditions. b) Attention modulation indices. Left bar graph illustrates the attention modulation for the estimates of the R max parameter for both Cardinal (red), and Oblique (blue) orientations. The right bar graph reflects the attention modulation for the estimates of the C 50 parameter for both cardinal and oblique orientation conditions. Attention modulation was computed as (low load -high load)/(low load + high load). Different symbols denote each individual observer (N = 9); error bars reflect ± 1 s.e.m. quantify the strength of attentional load modulation we compared the attention modulation index for both the 292 response saturation (R max ) and the semi-saturation (C 50 ) parameters of the contrast psychometric function 293 between observers. 294 Interestingly, attentional load affected the performance of cardinal and oblique orientations differently, see 295 Figure 6 . While withdrawing attentional resources impairs behavioral performance for both stimuli 296 orientations, the magnitude of this modulation is greatest for the oblique orientations. This change in the 297 magnitude of the attentional effects is driven primarily by a change in the response saturation (R max 298 parameter; paired t-test: t(8) = -3.86, p = .005), while the semi-saturation is not significantly affected (C 50 299 parameter; paired t-test: t(8) = 0.33, p = 0.75) . Although our results suggest that attentional load seems to 300 operate through a response gain mechanism, it might be that the contribution of a contrast gain mechanism 301 is underestimated. Psychometric functions for the high attentional load oblique orientation condition, due to 302 the sheer magnitude of the oblique effect, were close to floor performance making the estimation of the 303 semi-saturation point less reliable. In sum, attentional load interacts with orientation anisotropies differentially. 304
Although attentional load affects the contrast response functions for both cardinal and oblique orientations, a 305 higher attentional load seems to impair orientation discrimination around obliquely oriented stimuli the most. 306
Discussion 307
The present study mapped orientation discrimination as a function of stimulus intensity, as well as assessed 308 the role that attention plays in modulating behavioral orientation-dependent anisotropies. We found evidence 309 for a robust oblique effect, whereby contrast psychometric functions for oblique orientations are 310 multiplicatively attenuated -a modulatory pattern consistent with a response gain mechanism. Next, we 311 explored whether withdrawing attention attenuates behavioral performance equally regardless of stimulus 312 orientation, or whether this attenuation is greater for oblique representations, partially offsetting this 313 impairment in visual sensitivity. While attentional load affected the contrast psychometric functions for both 314 cardinal and oblique orientations, the withdrawal of attention by increasing the load seemed to attenuate the 315 psychometric function for oblique oriented stimuli to a larger degree. 316
Although the oblique effect is clearly the result of some form of neural anisotropy, the precise origin of this 317 phenomenon remains somewhat unclear, with evidence pointing towards a combination of factors, including 318 an imbalance in the cell quantity between cardinal and oblique orientations, and different tuning bandwidth 319 for certain orientations within primary visual cortex (Appelle, 1972 inputs does seem to further exaggerate this anisotropy (Annis & Frost, 1973; Gwiazda et al., 1978) . Although 325 imbalance between the size of neural populations tuned to cardinal and oblique orientations or a difference in 327 tuning bandwidth, they reveal that the magnitude of the effect scales with contrast. Specifically, the oblique 328 effect seems driven by a response gain mechanism that multiplicatively attenuates the response for oblique 329 orientations, leading to a lowered asymptotic response and corresponding behavioral performance. 330
We used an orientation discrimination task to capture the differences in judging subtle angular differences 331 around cardinal and oblique orientations. Previous work examining how orientation thresholds change as a 332 function of contrast demonstrated that orientation discrimination does not appear to be contrast invariant 333 (Mareschal & Shapley, 2004; Reisbeck & Gegenfurtner, 1998; Webster et al., 1990) . Orientation 334 discrimination thresholds are largest for lower contrast levels and become smaller as intensity increases, 335 reaching a plateau around mid-contrast levels (Mareschal & Shapley, 2004) . It has been hypothesized that 336 the increase of orientation thresholds at low stimulus intensity, needed to perform a task at a constant 337 performance level, is directly related to changes in V1 receptive field sizes. Specifically, receptive field sizes 338 are larger at low contrast levels (Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert, 1999; Sceniak, Ringach, Hawken, & 339 Shapley, 1999), impacting neuronal spatial resolution, and therefore could account for larger orientation 340 discrimination thresholds at these intensity levels (Mareschal & Shapley, 2004) . However, this work also 341 illustrates that orientation discrimination appears contrast invariant at medium-to-high intensities, which is the 342 contrast range in which the multiplicative attenuation of the psychometric function is most apparent in our 343 data. In addition, it has been shown that with an increase of stimulus size, extending into the extra-classical 344 receptive field, orientation tuning does appear to be contrast invariant (Bowne, 1990 ; Liu, Hashemi-Nezhad, 345 & Lyon, 2015; Skottun, Bradley, Sclar, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1987). In our study, we used rather large (4° 346 diameter) stimuli at fixation, thus the change of the underlying receptive field size with contrast is not likely to 347 impact our interpretation of the oblique effect in these experiments. 348
While there is evidence suggesting that the oblique effect in orientation discrimination or contrast sensitivity 349 does not reflect the same underlying mechanism (Heeley et al., 1997), our results are consistent with studies 350 which found an imbalance in contrast sensitivity between oblique and cardinal orientations (Williams et al., 351 1981) . A consequence of response gain attenuation is that orientation anisotropies in visual sensitivity near 352 detection threshold are not clearly discernable, as the large performance differences are evident at higher 353 contrast intensities. One practical implication of this multiplicative modulatory effect is that the oblique effect 354 would be severely underestimated if one were measuring near the limits of visibility, as is often the case with 355 the measurement of contrast detection thresholds. For instance, it has been reported that the magnitude of 356 the oblique effect is larger for higher spatial frequencies of the visual stimulus (Boltz, Harwerth, & Smith, 357 1979; Camisa et al., 1977; Heeley & Timney, 1988) . However, contrast sensitivity is inherently higher for low 358 spatial frequencies, so an alternative explanation for this less pronounced orientation anisotropy could be 359 that these thresholds were in a lower-contrast regime, where the oblique effect is smaller. Recent human 360 cardinals over oblique orientations (Furmanski & Engel, 2000) , corresponding to better behavioral 363 performance, others have found opposite patterns with a higher mean BOLD response for obliquecould arise from a number of factors. For instance, the stimuli between our studies and the various 367 neuroimaging studies vary in the location of stimulus presentation, and spatial frequency (our stimuli were 368 presented foveally and at a much higher spatial frequency). Interpreting the relationship between the mean 369 BOLD activity and its relationship to visual sensitivity for stimulus orientation remains an active area of 370 research. 371
There is a growing body of electrophysiological evidence suggesting that cortical orientation anisotropies 372 such as the oblique effect could be, in part, inherited by subcortical or retinal orientation-selective responses 373 suggesting that an orientation-based anisotropy in subcortical attentional modulation could impact behavior. 394
